
Hello Everyone,

Not only is it officially Spring, but it is

Spring Break at Swan Lake and that

makes it a very busy place for wildlife

and people.
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Observing and recording nature can

be a very rewarding activity as you

never know what may happen. I was

trying to capture a better photo of a

Common Merganser, so I had the

camera stuck on my eye for quite a

while.

They are so full of

spring enthusiasm that

they were cavorting

right on the dock.

Please, get a room!

When I took the camera down I found

this little Mink right at my feet! 
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Speaking of spring enthusiasm, suffice to say

that romance was still in the air and water all

around the lake. Male ducks take a lot of

time attracting and bonding with their

female partners. Just look at this fellow

putting on a stunning courtship display for his

mate. The iridescent purple hues in his head

feathers and wing bars are magnificent and

it looks like he knows it. He is even spreading

and displaying his gorgeously outlined tail

feathers while she is admiring her eye candy

on a log!
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When they are ready to mate the Mallard

male starts bobbing his head up and down

as he approaches the female. She replies

with a few bobs of her own and turns to

welcome him with a very accepting

positioning so that he can cuddle up close.

She stretches her neck to stay above

water and in the blink of the eye they are

straightening their feathers and carrying

on with their day!
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Not all species are as fast and efficient as

ducks when it comes to courtship behaviour.

It takes more than that to impress the local

turtles. This big boy looks like a Red-eared

Slider, which is an introduced species usually

spread by the very unfortunate behaviour of

releasing pet turtles into the wild. Like the

native Western Painted turtle he usually does

his courting underwater. The male turtles will

flutter their front claws in front of a female's

face or even caress her gently for up to 45

minutes. I know turtles do lots of things slow,

but this make them the kings of foreplay!

In the wink of a turtle’s eye, about 15

minutes, he had scurried right over.

Unfortunately I couldn’t wait the full 45

minutes to see if anything else developed

between these two, but there was

definitely romance in the air all around

them, so who knows?

This fellow actually sprung (for a turtle) into

action when this smaller turtle joined him on

the log.
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The romance in the air department was

being taken care of by these Double Crested

Cormorants. The fellow on the right was

interested in the one in the centre but she

seemed to be ignoring him.
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Like all wise males he thought he better up

his game, so he took a quick break to do

some grooming.
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During breeding season Double Crested

Cormorants grow these two, beautifully

coiffed crests to show off to prospective

mates. When they are really serious about

making a monogamous commitment,

which they do, the males will present

interesting sticks to the females in an

elaborate courtship dance. If she accepts

she will use the sticks he brings to build

their nest. Right now this one was ready

to strut his stuff.

Unfortunately the fellow on the other side

of his intended wasn’t thrilled with his

efforts and told him to back off.

Our poor rejected suitor had to move

away while the other two cuddled right

beside him. Geez, somebody get a room!
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The Canadian Geese were pairing up at

Swan Lake too, 

and giving each other the eye.

But they were a little more coy 

and seemed to turn shyly away.

Maybe they were looking for 

a more romantic,

Heart shaped room!

Take care, Lenny
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